
AbacusLaw
Perkins & Anctil, PC takes our Lien Enforcement Department to the next 

level with this Law Management Software



Case Management

 Abacus Law is a revolutionary software that allows our firm to manage all 
aspects of Lien Enforcement actions from 1 platform. 

 Abacus’ technology allows our firm to customize its ability for our needs.

 Each individual file is inputted into Abacus and keeps track of all necessary 
dates, emails, documents, and notes pertaining to each action.

 Abacus gives us the ability to prepare monthly Status Reports for individual 
Associations in a matter of minutes.



.



Each case links the names of all parties involved.

These names allow us to easily create address lists, envelopes, and 
documents relative to each individual file.



Abacus allows us to create different “rules” for our cases. The rules are designed 
to manage our deadlines for each specific case regardless of the stage of the 
case.



The Abacus calendars allow the managing Attorney and assigned Paralegal to see 
scheduled events that are due for each day, which allows our firm to stay on 
track and move files as efficiently as possible.



Abacus also allows us to link all the documents that pertain to each individual 
case including WORD document, PDFs, and emails that we receive. 



We can also link everything from PM/Client emails, to ledger requests, Unit 
Owner emails, etc.. This organizational feature provides easy access to any 
emails that have been sent and/or received regarding each individual matter. 



Monthly Status Reports

 Monthly Status Reports are created for individual Associations upon request.

 These reports provide a detailed account of current and future events for 
each individual case.

 This is also a way for Property Managers to manage which cases we currently 
have active and which cases have closed that pertains to Lien Enforcement.



An example of what our typical status report consists of. 
- The name of the matter (Association v. Unit Owner)
- The initials of the person who did the event (in this case AL)
- Each event description
- Date each event was completed, with the last event being the next to be done



Abacus Billing

 Abacus also allows us to bill directly from the software as well.

 Since our lien enforcement fees are billed on a flat fee basis, we are able to 
bill for each event with ease with specially designed codes, specific to our 
firm.

 This also allows for us to send out the bills on a monthly basis, as well as 
generate an invoice at any time throughout the process, if requested by 
client. 

 With our new policy, although Invoices are submitted on a monthly basis, 
payment on our Lien Enforcement actions is not expected until the matter has 
been resolved and payment is provide by either the Owner or Lender. The 
Invoices are sent out so they can be applied to the Unit’s Account Ledger.



An example of a typical Time Ticket.
- This showcases the “Timekeeper”, which in this case is Attorney Chenelle. 
- The “Activity Code” is one the specially designed codes for each event. In this case 
our 30-Day Notice of Lien with amount and description which will be printed on the 
invoice when generated.



We hope you enjoyed our brief overview of our Abacus 
System and how this software sets us apart and makes our 
Lien Enforcement Department the most efficient it can be!



For further information, see our Staff to 
set up your free Q&A with P&A

• A personalized one hour informational law seminar.
• Meet at your business location or P & A will host you at 

our office with breakfast or lunch.
• We will review pending cases, discuss new challenges 

and update you on changing laws.
• Benefit from industry insight obtained from decades of 

experience representing more than 750 associations.
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